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THE EDITORIAL UNIVERSE OF
THE GREEN EMPIRE OF THE
EAST AND THE WEST
News from the EL4DEV participatory societal engineering
program

THE EL4DEV
CONFEDERATION
"A rich and captivating
universe for writers around
the world"

The EL4DEV Confederation presents the characteristics of a huge live action
role-playing game / alternate reality game inviting individuals from all over
the world to co-create a vast ecological and societal empire unequaled in
human history due to its atypical characteristics: the Green Empire from the
East and the West. This game in which the border between fiction and reality
is deliberately imperceptible or even non-existent is based on a transmedia
narrative scenario. The design of the game goes through a very elaborate
storyline; very close to that of a movie. This scenario is partly integrated in
many works of fiction in writing project.
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THE COLLECTIONS OF
SHORT STORIES,
NOVELS AND COMICS
OF THE EMPIRE
Chronicles of the Green Empire of the East and the
West

These novels, short stories and
comics, once completed, will be
used as many future media to
immerse yourself in the live
action role-playing game (there
will also be essays, graphic novels,
poems, collections of tales,
narrative and promotional videos,
concept art images, explanatory
infographics, video documentaries,
press articles, magazines, etc.).

The stories to be created by the ghostwriters have for
context a golden age / new era (post-modern era close
to ours, since post-COVID, post global economic crisis,
post social crises, and post climatic and environmental
disasters) .The golden age in question was gradually
established by a supranational organization made up of
multiple legal entities: the "Green Empire of the East
and the West", also known as "The EL4DEV
Confederation". This vast societal empire was founded
and is ruled by a mysterious man who has, in the eyes of
the world, and unexpectedly self-proclaimed: the Green
Emperor of the East and the West.
These utopian-style philosophical narratives, which
can be considered as kinds of societal outlook and a
transnational political vision, describe an ideal and
well-structured alternative society. They plunge the
reader into the heart of a new kind of empire that is at
once ecological, intellectual, artistic, spiritual and
highly enterprising, the foundations of which are
equity, justice for all and respect for the living - An
empire which, through the construction of vertical ecolandscape plant structures and self-managed
educational agricultural garden cities all over the world,
the astonishing project is to modify the appearance of
the earth and transform it into a real forest planet...
In short, they are thrilling travel and adventure stories
(articulated around major events, flirting with the
fantastic (because it is indeed our world which appears
however fanciful and ideal) and science fiction (because
of futuristic scenarios).The stories are lived and narrated
by central characters (men or women) around whom
other secondary characters revolve.
http://www.eng.el4dev.org/

- Science fiction
- Fantasy
- Fantastic
- Realistic literary utopias
- Philosophical tales
- Narratives that feature
fictional stories in the
midst of some real facts

